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35 (an institutional co-operative) they have been recording and releasing single and double albums for 25 years now. For collectors that want to have their hands on vinyl straight from Japan this might be a bit of a tough one but for those that are just into good music then this could be a really special occasion. Rites of Spring are one of the two main artists on the label. They are a Japanese band that
were formed in 1989 and have released albums and singles since then. Their LP ‘Spark’ was released in 1996 and is our colour blue. Rites of Spring are known for their cool dark sound and heavy sounds and their live shows are something to behold. Rites of Spring is the second release from Satori Records after their debut LP on the label in 2014. The label has released singles and album over the last
5 years and I’ve had the pleasure of seeing them live over the past 2 years or so. It’s very cool to see them live and as they have such a heavy sound they have really developed a following that love and appreciate what they do. Overall a very cool release that I recommend to anyone that loves good music. The warehouse in Soho Just like the first record on the label I was lucky enough to be asked to do a
long term limited edition vinyl release. This time it was a 3-LP set and they were packaged in a beautiful build and hand painted packaging. It was great to work with them and know that they always go to great lengths to produce a quality product. This release is split across three colour vinyls. Black/Gold Red/Gold Blue/Gold It was really nice to see the label produce this as they have quite a range of
cool colours and designs to choose from. Each record has a little sample of the colours that are used. The first release on Satori Records was a vinyl re-issue of one of our favourite artists Kudai’s debut album. This release we picked a white vinyl for the first time. Kudai recorded his debut album between 1979-1981 and this is really rare as it was never officially released outside of Japan. This was a
limited edition of 300 copies and is one of the top 10 requests that we get on a monthly basis. We love records like this as they are just a great piece 82157476af
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